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ABSTRACT 

Impedance-frequency characteristics of several types of bio-electrodes, platinum (Pt), modified Pt, iridium (Ir), and iridium 
oxides, are presented in this paper. The study aimed at investigating the effects of bio-electrode array design and biological 
environments on the impedance behavior. Electrochemical impedance spectra were measured in physiological saline, and 
additional data were obtained from in vivo animal studies using implanted electrodes. 

The frequency spectrum can be approximately divided into three r~gions, in which different factors are dominant. At 1 kHz 
to 100 kHz or higher, impedance is mainly determined by the electrode geometric area and biological materials adjacent to 
the electrode. The impedance of a micromachined thin, film connector track could contribute in this region. At the low 
frequency region of 1 Hz (or lower) to 100 Hz, electrode material, the electrode real surface area and electrode potential 
playa dominant role in the impedance. There is a mix of these factors in the middle frequency region, 100 Hz to 1 kHz. 
However, the boundaries of the three regions are not fixed, but rather shift depending on the individual electrode. In the 
case of microelectrodes, the boundaries move towards high frequencies. 

Results showed that the effect of material selection and surface modification on impedance was more pronounced in the 
case of smaller electrodes. or when relatively low frequencies were used. The responses of living tissue to implants resulted 
in changes in the biological environment near the implanted electrodes and this led to a large increase in impedance at high 
frequencies. The impedance-frequency characteristic provides a guideline for a bio-electrode array design to meet a 
particular bio-medical application, and also an evaluation method for bio-electrode arrays. 

Keywords: Bio-electrode, Impedance-frequency characteristics, Electrochemical Impedance spectroscopy (EIS), A.C. 
impedance, Cochlear implants, Electrode surface modification, Micro-electrode array. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of electrode impedance c,haracteristics is an important requirement in the development of neural prostheses. In 
the case of cochlear implants, the electrode impedance is the major factor in determining the power consumption. It can 
affect charge delivery capacity, because elevated impedance may cause the saturation of compliant voltage. The tendency 
towards miniaturization of both electrodes arrays and speech processors must be tempered by concerns as to the effect of 
design changes on electrode impedance. Engineering designers have to understand the main factors that influence the bio
electrode impedance behavior and its implication for a particular application. This understanding can also h~lp us to use 
impedance characteristics as a tool in detecting fabrication errors in advanced electrode array designs (Parker et al. 1999). 

Bio-electrodes are in general constructed from a noble metal such as platinum (Pt), gold (Ag) or inert metal oxides and are 
used in contact with either physiological saline in vitro or living tissue in vivo. Bio-electrode impedance characteristics 
have been well investigated previously (Geddes, 1998, Schwan, 1992). In general, the electrode impedance depends on the 
electrode size and surface materials, and the linearity of the impedance always diminishes with decreasing frequency and 
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increase in current density. There are various equivalent circuits reported for approximately explaining impedance data 
obtained from a particular condition, but none of these can precisely describe the impedance characteristics over the entire 
frequency range for various experimental conditions. The complexity is due to the fact that electrical charges are carried by 
electrons within metal, but by ions in saline or tissue. The interface polarization impedance varies with the charge state of 
the electrode double layer (electrode potential). Moreover, the living biological environment adds more complexity to 
electrode-tissue impedance because tissue response towards an implant may alter the interface nature (Clark, 1995). 

Electrode impedance is often reported in very different ways. Electrochemists usually report the electrode polarization 
impedance and electrolyte resistance at a certain electrode potential. which they obtain from either DC techniques or AC 
techniques (EIS). Some workers report impedance at a particular frequency, or refer it at DC. Electrode impedance of 
cochlear implants is measured with current pulses during electrical stimulation. This variety of measurement methods adds 
difficulty in correlating impedance data. Importantly. it also restrains the understanding of the effects of new electrode 
fabrication processes on the application. Studies of frequency dependent impedance over the entire frequency range help 
the understanding of the determining factors for time-domain impedance. 

Impedance characteristics of five types of electrodes either in vitro or in vivo are presented: The electrode types studied 
were those used routinely for either auditory nerve stimulation or central nerve stimulation. They included three types of 
platinum electrode and two micromachined thin film iridium electrode. The impedance characteristics of the electrodes 
were studied using Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). These results provide an insight into the effects of 
engineering design and fabrication as well as the biological environment. The main factors of interest are electrode 
geometric area, real surface area, electrode materials. electrode potential and tissue response. The main concern is how 
these factors influence the impedance at different frequencies and their impact on the applications for which. the electrode 
are to be employed. Further discussion extends to the use of impedance characteristics as a diagnostic tool for detecting 
fabrication defects of micromachined electrode arrays. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

1. Electrodes, 

Intra-cochlear Pt electrodes (Pt) 

The intra-cochlear electrodes consisted of Platinum (Pt) rings of 0.3' mm width on a Silastic MDX-4-42ID carrier. The 
geometric surface area of each electrode was approximately 0.43 mm2, and the inter-electrode separation was 0.43 mm. 
Teflon insulated platinum-iridium (90: 10) wires connected each Pt electrode to an insulated, multistranded stainless-steel 
lead wire. The stainless steel lead wire system provided external access to the electrodes for impedance measurement. 

Surface modified porous intra-cochlear Pt Electrodes (Pt -p) 

The normal Platinum intra-cochlear electrodes were treated with an electrochemical etching process in I M H2S04 (Real. 
1992. Pajkossy, 1994). This treatment produced a stable porous columnar thin layer approximately 600 nm thick on the 
surface. which provided high surface area when in contact with saline or body fluid. Thus the modified Pt electrode had the 
same geometric area as the normal Pt electrodes (-0.43 mm2) but much greater real surface area. 

Extra-cochlear Pt electrode (Pt-ball) 

The extra-cochlear electrode was a platinum ball with geometric area of 6.0 mm2. The leads wire connections were the 
same as the intra-cochlear electrodes. 

Thin-film Iridium electrodes (Ir) 

The multichannel stimulating probes were fabricated with silicon micromachining and thin-film technology (electrodes 
were supplied by The University of Michigan). The probe (code: 4mm200) contains 8 iridium electrodes (Ir) with a surface 
area of 1.25 E-3 mm2. The electrodes are carried on a boron diffused silicon substrate, 70 Jlm wide and 15 J.lm thick 
conducting line was made by doped polysilicon. The details of the thin tilm electrode array are referred to elsewhere 
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(Anderson, Najafi et al. 1989). A square potential wave between -0.85 V to 0.75 V (SCE) with 1 Hz was applied to the Ir 
electrode for -500 cycles to form a porous hydrated oxide film. The activation of iridium electrode was carried out in 0.3 M 
Na2HP04. 

2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

EIS was performed with an Electrochemical interface (Solartron, Model SI 1287) and an Impedance Gain-Phase Analyser 
(FRA) (Solartron, Model 1260). All impedance scans were run in three electrodes configuration at the equilibrium potential 
(open circuit potential) unless stated otherwise. The EIS was performed from 100 kHz to either 10 Hz or 1 Hz using the 10 
mV AC sine signal. Instrument error was found at frequencies higher than 100 kHz. All data was integrated over ten 
cycles. An electrode in the array was studied as a working electrode while another in the same array was employed as a 
counter electrode to form a current circuit. A Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) was used as a reference electrode. A 
neighbor Pt electrode in the array sometimes was employed as a reference electrode. The validity of the reference electrode 
was calibrated with a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The in vitro experiment was done in Sterilized saline (-0.14 M 
NaCl). 

3 Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) 

Cyclic voltammogram (CV) was performed with Electrochemical interface (Solartron SI 1287) in 0.01 M phosphate II'buffered saline (PBS) (-0.14 M NaCl). Potential was recorded against A Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE). 

4 Impedance measurement in vivo 

The animal selection and surgical procedure was described in a previous study (Xu 1997). The impedance spectra were 
measured periodically with caution. All EIS experiments were made at electrode open circuit potential, no DC bias was 
applied. The maximum current of 20 f.1A was set for the instrument in a cut off model. The care and use of animals 
reported in this study was approved and conducted under The Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital's Animal Research 
Ethics Committee Guidelines. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Pt electrode with different geometric area and real surface area 

The impedance spectra of the three electrodes, shown in Figure 1, illustrate the effect of differing geometric area and real 
surface area on impedance. At high frequencies between - 5 kHz and 100 kHz, the impedance of Pt and Pt-p are similar (
300 0) but the impedance of Pt-ball is lower (-100 0). The results are consistent with the principles of electrochemistry. 
At high frequencies around 100kHz, impedance reflects the electrolyte impedance through the electrode and a reference 
electrode (recording electrode), and therefore the electrode geometric area and electrolyte electric properties are the 
principal determiners of electrode impedance. The phase shift is close to zero degrees, which indicates resistive impedance 
due to the nature of saline. 

From 100Hz down to 1 Hz, the impedance of the Pt electrode becomes much higher than that of the .pt-p electrode or the Pt 
ball electrode. The Pt ball electrode becomes the second highest. They are 42.8 kO, 10.0 kO and 2.3 kO at 10 Hz 
respectively. The phase angle of all three electrodes approaches negative 75 degrees, which denotes capacitive impedance. 
The capacitive impedance depends on electrode double layer capacitance and therefore on electrode real area. The low 
impedance values shown for the Pt-p electrode are consistent with it having the largest real surface area, resulting from the 
electrochemical etching process. 
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Figure 1: Impedance spectra (Bode plot) for Pt cochlear implant electrode in Sterilized saline (-0.14 M NaCO. (a) Pt 
electrode (Pt), 0.43 mm2, geom.; (b) Surface modified porous Pt Electrode (Pt -p), 0.43 mm2, geom. but high real 
surface area; (c) Pt ball electrode (Pt-ball), 6.0 mm2, geoID. 

2 Impedance spectra of the implanted electrodes in vivo ~ 

~ The typical impedance spectra of Pt and Pt-p electrodes under chrollic implanted conditions are shown in Figure 2. The 
diagram allows comparison of the spectra of the electrodes in saline with those from the in vivo animal cochlea. As shown, 
there is a large increase in impedance in the frequencies from 1 kHz to 100 kHz (Figure 2c) in the biological environment, 
which is a more complicated environment than the bulk saline solution. The phase shift towards the negative in high 
frequencies may suggest the presence of fibrous tissue or inflammatory cells. The effects are present across all frequencies, 
but the increase in impedance is relatively less between 1 Hz to 100 Hz, where electrode real surface area exhibits the 
dominant influence. 

The results show that the impedance changes dramatically in the high frequencies after surgery up to a, period of 
approximately one-month. This further suggests that the tissue response is a dominant factor contributing to the increase in 
impedance at high frequencies. 
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Figure 2: Impedance spectra for Pt intra-cochlear electrodes, Pt and Pt-p, in saline (hollow symbols) and in cats' 
cochlea (solid symbol). (a) Logarithmic plot of impedance magnitude at wide frequency; (b) Phase angle versus 
frequency; (c) linear plot of impedance magnitude at frequency of 1 kHz to 100 kHz; (d) linear plot of impedance 
magnitude at frequency of 1 Hz to 100 Hz. 
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3. Iridium electrode before and ~ter being activated 

The spectra of the iridium electrode before and after growth of oxide film in Figure 3 resemble the spectra of the Pt and Pt-p 
electrodes in Figure 1. The impedance of iridium oxides electrode is reduced at higher frequencies and at almost entire 
frequencies, whereas the decrease of impedance for Pt-p electrode only appears at 5 kHz or lowers (Figure 1 a). This 
suggests that the smaller size electrodes (1.25 E-3 mm2

) highly benefited from the surface modification. The impedance 
reduces from 441 kohm to 23 kohm at 1 kHz and 16.9 kohm to 16.2 kohm at 100 kHz. The impedance at - 100 kHz cannot 
be reduced much by the surface modification. because electrode size and interconnecting track are dominantly contributed 
to impedance in the high frequencies. 

Iridium grows a hydrous oxide layer on its surface when it is electrochemically activated in an electrolyte. The oxide film is 
porous and consists of several valence states (Aurien-Blajeni, 1989), 

IrO n,I(OH) 4,n <=> IrO n(OHhn +H'" +e' 

The reversal electrochemical reaction at a certain electrode potential results in high electrochemical capacitance. This is 
similar to the increased electrode double layer capacitance found for the Pt-p electrode. However, the smaller size and the 
conductor track causes the spectra shift along the frequency axis and impedance magnitude axis suggested by the 
comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Impedance spectra (Bode plot) for Ir electrode in Saline (0.14 M NaCI) (A) before growth of oxides film and 
(B) after growth of oxides film. 
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4. Electrode potential effect on impedance characteristics 
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Figure 4: Cyclic voltammogram of Pt electrodes (geom. area: 0.43 mml) in phosphate buffered saline, Scan rate: 100 
mY/sec. 
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Figure 4 and 5 reveal potential dependence characteristics of the electrode impedance. The cyclic voltammogram (Figure 4) 
shows the safety potential window for Pt electrode working in physiological saline-based fluid. The diagram suggests that 
the evolution of 02 and H2 occur at - 1.1 V and - -0.7 V referred to the saturated calomel electrode. The faraday current 
was absent at the potential in between there potentials. The cathodic peak at --0.25 V correlates with stripping of the plated 
hydroxyl ion that had been plated at previous anodic cycle at the potential -0.7V-1.0 V. The high current results from Pt-p 
electrode indicates its increased charge delivery capacity, because it is able to accommodate more charge without pushing 
the electrode potential to an unsafe level. The concept of safe charge density limit for neural stimulation electrode is based 
on the principle of safe electrode potential (Robblee and Rose, 1990). 

The impedance spectra in Figure 5 show that the impedance largely decreases with the shift of potential to -D.7 V (SEC), 
where the hydrogen form as suggested in Figure 4. The phase angle also shifts towards zero degree. The faraday reaction 
leads to the impedance being reduced only at low frequencies, while the direct current (DC) resulting from H2 evolution 
appears. The result suggests that the charge transfer-related impedance occurs in low frequencies at the Pt-saline interface. 

4. DISCUSSION 

1 Electrode impedance at high frequencies and low frequencies 

Electrode impedance reflects conduction and polarization mechanisms of the material and interface in an electrode
electrolyte system. The results of the study show that changes in an electrode's parameters can dominaptly affect 
impedance in a particular frequency range, because the relaxation time constant in response to electric signals of each part 
of the electrode-electrolyte may possibly be separated (Ackmann and Seitz 1984, Buck, 1992). 

At high frequency, electric properties of the electrolyte and conductor track mainly determine the impedance. Electrode 
geometric area is restricted to the surface area that is directly in contact with the bulk electrolyte, so in this case, the 
geometric area of the electrode and the tissue response are dominant factors as shown in Figure I and 2. Tissue response 
implies the presence of the various cells or fibrous tissue that may alter the electric property of the saline base electrolyte. 
The high impedance of - 16 kO at 100 kHz of the thin film electrode may be due to its high resistive conduction track and 
small size (0.00125 mm2

). 

Modifications to electrode design which either increase the real surface area or produce reversal iridium oxide film 
predominately influence electrode impedance in the relatively low frequency regions (Figure I and 3). The decreases in 
impedance are due to the increases in interface capacitance - either double layer capacitance or electrochemical capacitance. 
The effect of electrode potential on impedance is primarily at the low frequencies. The decrease of impedance in the region 
also contributes to the appearance of the faraday current at the hydrogen formation potential (Figure 5). 

2 Applications of impedance characteristics 

One potential application of the results of this study is to predict bio-electrode impedance behavior for medical applications. 
The concept of miniaturization of the cochlear electrode for auditory nerve stimulation is an area of intense interest. In 
addition, the study explored the use of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) as a sensitive and reliable tool for 
evaluation of cochlear electrodes in vitro and in vivo, and provided useful information for bio-electrode development 
including MEMS-fabricated electrode arrays. 

The fundamentals and main factors that affect bio-electrode impedance are outlined in Figure 6. The frequency spectrum is 
approximately divided into three regions. At high frequencies of above I kHz, electrode size, tissue response and the 
electrode's conducting material are the principal factors contributing to the impedance. At the low frequencies of less than 
100 Hz, electrode polarization and electrode kinetics are the principal factors contributing to the impedance. There is a 
mixed influence between the two regions. However, reducing electrode size leads to a shift in the boundary towards the 
higher frequencies. 
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Figure 6 Schematic diagram for effects of main factors on bio-electrode impedance characteristics. 

Auditory neural stimulation usually employs biphasic current pulses with 25 j.l.S to 200 j.l.s pulse width. The pulse duration 
mostly corresponds to a frequency greater than 1 kHz. Non-linearity of electrode impedance only appears with an increase 
in current density and reducing frequency (Schwan 1992, McAdams and Jossinet 1992). For frequencies greater than 1 
kHz, non-linearity due to the current density is minimal (Geddes, 1997). For pulses of 0.5 mA and a duration of 50 j.l.s t-116 
mAlcm2

, 5.8 j.l.C/cm2 geom.), the impedance are mostly consistent with the impedance measured by EIS at 2.5-5 kHz found 
in our study. The impedance measured with stimulus is relevant to the impedance between 1 kHz and 100 kHz, and it is 
dominantly affected by biological environment changes within the cochlea such as the tissue response. Previous studies 
have reported that intra-cochlear electrode impedance significantly increases up to -6-7 times during the postoperative 
period (Shepherd, 1994, Clark, 1995). Therefore, surface-modified electrodes, that may show benefits for an application in 
the low frequency range, cannot give much advantage in regards to the electrode-tissue impedance in response to auditory 
stimulation. However, the benefit of surface modification is going to be obvious and important in the-case of intra-cochlear 
electrodes reduced in size. 

The effect of electrode potential on electrode impedance is often overlooked. The derived factors of charge density or 
current density and frequency are emphasized instead. Figures 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate that the faraday current leads to 
the decrease in the electrode impedance, as the electrode potential is in the water electrolysis region. This should never 
happen in neural stimulation. However, charge density, stimulating regime and coupling between stimulator and electrodes 
aJi affect electrode potential (Duan. 2000). A microelectrode potential is even more easily altered. Electrode shorting 
between pulses or shorting electrodes together periodically would assist the electrode potential to return to its equilibrium 
potential (Patrick, Seligman, et ai, 1990). 
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EIS is a sensitive and reliable technique for investigation of implanted bio-electrodes in vitro and in vivo. Parker reported 
the use of EIS for detecting fabrication errors in micromachined thin film electrodes and for characterization of electrode 
interface properties (Parker 1999, Parker 2000). The surface stability of the modified electrode-tissue interface under 
chronic conditions has to be examined at low frequencies, and EIS is able to investigate this as shown by the results of our 
study. It has recently been reported that EIS was used for the study of thin-film iridium oxide electrodes during chronic 
neural stimulation. The post-stimulation impedance permanently increased at low frequency « 100 Hz), correlating to a 
change in the charge storage capacity, the study suggested (Weiland, and Anderson, 2000). 

Microelectrodes show a shift of in the mixed influence region to higher frequencies as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6, and 
therefore, surface modification or use of the super-capacitance materials becomes significant in reducing impedance over 
the entire frequency spectrum. Improving microelectrode surface properties becomes significant for electro-neural 
stimulation. However, the impedance contributed by conducting tracks and the geometric area cannot be reduced by surface 
modification. The high impedance of microelectrodes also causes difficulty in use of EIS, as stray capacitance from 
instruments and lead wires could result in significant errors. Electrochemistry instruments (Electrochemical Interface and 
Impedance Gain-Phase Analyser) usually show artifacts from 100 kHz to 1 MHz. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Electrode impedance reflects conduction and polarization mechanism of the materials and interface in an electrode
electrolyte system. The separation of two relaxation time constants related to electrode interface and conducting materials 
leads to specific effects at different frequencies. At high frequencies, electrode size, biological environments and conductor 
track are dominant. At low frequencies, electrode materials and real surface area playa dominant role in impedance. In the 
case of microelectrodes, the effects of electrode materials and real surface area move towards high frequencies. Electrode 
improvement including high surface materials and super electrochemical capacitance must lead to the decrease of the 
electrode impedance over entire frequency. The results also show that electrode impedance characteristics can be used in 
the investigation of electrode-tissue system and fabrication defects of micromachined electrode array. 
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